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I. INTRODUCTION
A well regulated Militia, being necesary to the security of a free State, the right of the
people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.1
In September of 1989, William Bennett, the Bush Adminis-tration's Drug Czar who
earlier had single-handedly brought about a ban on the importation of semi-automatic
assault rifles, was asked during a Congressional hearing whether he would recommend
a ban on the domestic manufacture and distribution of assault weapons.2 He responded
in the negative, stating that such action would create "serious constitutional problems."3
The specter of the second amendment was thereby raised yet again as an impediment
to stronger gun laws. The argument is not that Congress should not, as a matter of
policy, enact such laws; rather, it is that Congress cannot do so because the hands of
our elected representatives are tied to the Bill of Rights. Thus, the National Rifle
Association has testified against a national seven day waiting period for handgun sales
because it would require citizens "to ask police for permission to exercise a
constitutional right."4
The argument that the constitution is a barrier to stronger gun laws has received
support in recent years from articles appearing in various legal publications which

conclude that the second amendment guarantees a broad, individual right to own
firearms for lawful private purposes in the same way that the first amendment
guarantees individual rights of free speech, religion, and assembly.5 These articles,
relying primarily on historical analyses of the origins of the second amendment,
generally have asserted either that the "militia" clause of the amendment does not
function to limit the "right to keep and bear arms," or that the "militia" concept itself
expresses the right of the citizenry at large to be armed.6 One recent writer has
suggested that the second amendment may be "profoundly embarrassing" to persons
who support the regulation of private ownership of firearms. while maintaining their
allegiance to the Bill of Rights generally.7
The thesis of this article is that supporters of government regulation of private firearms
have no reason to be "embarrassed" by the second amendment. Not only does the
amendment erect no real barrier to federal or state laws affecting firearms, but the best
evidence of this is found in the amendment's historical origins.
Section II of this discussion reviews the historical material bearing on the original intent
of the Framers. This historical anaylsis reveals that the purpose of the second
amendment was to assure the states that, under the constitution, they would retain the
right to maintain an effective, organized, citizen-based militia. There is no evidence that
the Framers discussed, much less intended, that the amendment provide a guarantee
to individuals of a right to be armed for purposes unrelated to militia service. Section I
also demonstrates that because of historical changes in the state militia system since
colonial times, federal regulation of private firearms ownership poses no threat to the
state militia today, and therefore raises no serious constitutional issue. Furthermore, the
second amendment poses no obstacle to any state or local gun control legislation. The
second amendment was intended only as a restraint on the federal government--not as
a restraint on the states.
Section III of this article, a review of how the courts have treated the second
amendment, finds that the judiciary has consistently interpreted the amendment exactly
as described in Section II. The courts have repeatedly held to the original intent of the
Framers, stressing the "militia" aspect of the amendment and rejecting the idea that the
amendment created a broad individual right to firearms.
II. HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SECOND AMENDMENT
A. English Historical Background
1. The Common Law
A central thesis of opponents of strong firearms regulations is that the old common law
of England supports a fundamental, personal right to be armed.8 There is no dispute
that the common law of England was in large part adopted by the American colonies, or
that it was at least highly influential.9 Numerous commentators have confirmed this
transportation of common law rights and liberties across the Atlantic.10 It is highly

doubtful, however, that an absolute right to have arms was one of those rights or
liberties. The predominant, and better view, is that there was no such common law
right.11
Those asserting the existence of the right inevitably begin their argument with the
"Assize of Arms," a decree issued by Henry II in 1181, which stated that every freeman
must keep arms suited to his station in life, in order to aid in the defense of the
kingdom.12 Then, in 1285, Edward I passed the Statute of Winchester, which specified
the military obligations of English freemen.13 These laws marked the beginning of the
militia system, as they required that every freeman not only have arms, but also that he
train periodically and be prepared to bring his own weapons if called upon to defend the
country.14
The possession of arms, however, was regulated from early times. In 1328, the Statute
of Northhampton15 was passed, and it is commonly cited as proof that a common law
right to "keep and bear arms" never existed.16 The statute provided that no man should
"go nor ride armed by night or by day, in Fairs, Markets, nor in the presence of Justices
or other Ministers, nor in no part elsewhere."17
Several other laws further undercut the claim that such a common law right existed.
First, James I repealed the Statute of Winchester in 1603,18 thus eliminating the special
obligations to possess arms, and simultaneously enacted a requirement that magazines
of arms and provisions should be collected in one place in each county.19 More
significant, a law passed under Charles II in 1670 restricted the class of persons who
could even possess arms.20 The law provided that only noblemen and those who
owned lands worth 100 pounds could keep guns.21
Even the famous English Bill of Rights of 1689 clearly established that the right to have
guns could be regulated by the government. It provided that "the subjects which are
Protestants, may have arms for their defense suitable to their conditions and as allowed
by law."22
As shown above, the law at the time greatly circumscribed who could possess arms.23
In addition, as discussed in detail below,24 there is little historical support for the idea
that the English Bill of Rights was attempting to ensure some absolute right of
individuals to have arms. Instead, the focus of this section of the Bill of Rights was a
conflict between Protestants and Catholics over respective roles in the militia and the
army.
Furthermore, the English have not hesitated since 1689 to pass heavily restrictive gun
control laws. Indeed, the British have gone far beyond the Americans in limiting access
to firearms, despite the supposed "common law right" to have guns.25 Thus, "to
whatever extent we look to the English experience for the source of our right to 'keep
and bear arms' as a constitutional principle, we must also see that some people had
long established a measure of control on the 'right' to weapons."26

Finally, Blackstone is frequently cited to support the theory that there was a broad
common law right in England to bear arms. For example, one commentator states that
Blackstone listed the right of having and using arms for self-preservation and defense
among the "absolute rights of individuals."27
This statement, however, badly distorts what Blackstone said in his Commentaries on
the Laws of England. Although Blackstone included the right of having arms in his
chapter on absolute rights, the right of having arms is not listed among the absolute
rights, but instead among the lesser auxiliary rights.28 More importantly, Blackstone
qualified the right by stating it in the following terms: "the fifth and last auxiliary right . . .
is that of having arms for their defense, suitable to their condition and degree, and such
as are allowed by law. Which is also declared by the same statute, 1 W. & M. st 2
c.2."29
The statute noted by Blackstone is the English Bill of Rights of 1689.30 As discussed
above, the "right" listed in the English Bill is not absolute.
2. The Militia and the Army
Beginning with the Assize of Arms in 1181, the militia system was the dominant military
force in England, and remained so until the mid-1600s.31 There simply had been no
real standing army in England until that time.32 The Assize of Arms and the Statute of
Winchester had translated into law the customary obligations of each freeman between
fifteen and sixty years-old to help defend his country.33 The militia system had worked
quite effectively, defeating the professional armies of Europe on numerous occasions.
With the rise of the Stuart kings during the 1600s, the conflict between the absolutist,
divine right theories of the kings and the republican tendencies of Parliament and the
citizens' was often over the proper roles of standing armies and the militia.34 The 1600s
were marked by the assertion of vast royal powers by the king, together with the use of
large standing armies to enforce the crown's dictates.35 The kings of the 1600s felt that
the militia was not a fully competent military body, and often took little interest in
mustering and training the militia.36 Instead, these kings focused on strengthening the
army.
The English people, however, had come to view the militia, composed of common
citizens, as the proper form of defense of a free country.37 A standing army was seen
as a sign of tyranny, a tool used by an absolutist ruler.38 The standing army was
disfavored for other, more practical reasons: the cost was enormous,39 resulting in
higher taxes;40 soldiers were often quartered in private homes;41 and soldiers tended
to be ruffians and troublemakers, wreaking havoc when they came into contact with the
citizenry.42
In the struggle for supremacy between the King and Parliament, the fight for control
over the militia--the key to military power in the country--was crucial. The King had
traditionally exercised this control, but in the early 1640s, Parliament attempted to take it

away.43 Civil war broke out in the 1640s, and by 1645, Oliver Cromwell had formed a
massive army and used it to seize power.44 His army was even larger than that of
Charles I in the 1620s, and Cromwell assumed the role of military dictator,
overpowering Parliament.45
This period of military rule intensified the English people's distrust and hatred of
standing armies. After Charles II took the throne in 1660, the army was disbanded and
the militia system was fully restored. The King, however, retained command of the
militia,46 and he gradually began increasing the size of the militia until it reached 16,000
men by 1685.47 Charles claimed he needed the militia for his foreign wars, but
Parliament became uneasy, particularly as Catholics began trickling into the army.
In 1685, James II ascended to the throne. Almost immediately, he increased the size of
the army, until it reached 30,000. Simultaneously, James II asked Parliament to
abandon completely the militia in favor of a standing army claiming that the militia
system was too inefficient to rely upon.48 Worst of all, James actively fostered
Catholicism by rapidly replacing Protestant army officers and soldiers with Catholics, in
clear contravention of the Test Acts.49 From 1686-88, as the army grew to 53,000, it
became a highly visible and irritating symbol of the monarch's power and his Catholic
bent, and it created widespread fear among Parliament, the gentry, and the common
citizens.50
3. The English Bill of Rights
In 1688, the country revolted at James' political and religious programs. As a result,
James fled. Parliament drafted a declaration--the Bill of Rights--which embodied its
understanding of the proper relationship between the Parliament, the King, and the
people.51 The Bill also listed fundamental grievances and rights.
The English Bill of Rights is commonly viewed as one of the predecessors of the
American Bill of Rights.52 The Bill reads in part:
Whereas the late King James II did endeavor to subvert and extirpate the Protestant
religion and the laws and liberties of this kingdom by . . . raising and keeping a standing
army within this kingdom without the consent of Parliament and quartering soldiers
contrary to law, by causing several good subjects being Protestants to be disarmed at
the same time when papists were both armed and employed contrary to law . . . and . . .
[therefore] for the vindicating and asserting [our] ancient rights and liberties . . . [we]
declare . . . that the raising or keeping a standing army within the kingdom in time of
peace, unless it be with consent of Parliament, is against the law; that the subjects
which are Protestants may have arms for their defense suitable to their conditions and
as allowed by law.53
The opponents of gun regulation commonly claim that Parliament was asserting the
absolute right of English citizens to carry arms.54 Some commentators state that James

II "disarmed" the Protestants, and that the right to bear arms was inserted to ensure that
a tyrannical monarch would never again be able to render the citizenry helpless.55
Although the Bill of Rights itself states that James II had "disarmed Protestants," it is not
clear that James II took arms away from the Protestants. What this phrase was intended
to mean is unclear.56
Several commentators have argued that the English Bill of Rights language does not
mean that James disarmed the Protestants in any literal sense, but instead referred to
his practice of replacing Protestants with Catholics at important military posts and his
desire to abandon the militia in favor of a standing army.57 These actions "disarmed"
Protestants in the sense that Protestants were excluded from participation and influence
in the military. The failure to utilize the militia was crucial to the Protestants because it
was the one organized force that could resist James II's Catholic standing army.
Other commentators have stated that Parliament was not establishing an absolute right
to bear arms, but was responding to the discriminatory handling of the military.58
Catholics were being given numerous military posts, while Protestants were being
pushed aside in their army and militia duties. The complaint was not that James II was
violating a "right to bear arms," but that he was restricting arms in a discriminatory
manner.59
Still other writers have argued that Parliament was not claiming for the people some
absolute, individual right of self-defense, but instead the right of Protestants to rise up
as a body to defend their rights as citizens.60 The Bill was set out to assert the right of
the Protestants to protect themselves from persecution by their Catholic enemies.
Regardless of the validity of any of these particular interpretations, any claim that the
English Bill of Rights established an absolute, individual right to bear arms is completely
undercut by the qualification placed on the right: "suitable to their conditions, and as
allowed by law."61 These words show that arms-carrying is subject to governmental
regulation. Indeed, such regulation existed at the time of the Bill of Rights62 and has
occurred frequently in England since 1689.63
The English Bill of Rights had a strong influence upon the American colonists, and it is
unfortunate that the meaning of the "right of Protestants to have arms" is so unsettled.
The historical evidence does not suggest, however, that the English Bill of Rights
established an individual right to use arms for any lawful purpose.64 In light of the
historical context of the Bill, and the absence of a broad common law right to carry arms
before 1688, the most supportable interpretation is that the Bill constituted a
restatement of the preference for militias over standing armies, and of the right of
Protestants to participate as military members.
B. The Colonial Experience

English law traditions and political thinking were passed on to the American colonists. A
part of this carryover included the preference for a militia system and the dislike of
standing armies.65 Events in England in the seventeenth century had fostered the belief
that standing armies went hand-in-hand with oppressive government, and that a militia
was the proper defense for a free state.66
When George III sent British troops to America in the 1760s, they were the first
professional troops to be stationed in the colonies.67 As George III and Parliament
began imposing the burdensome taxes and laws which would eventually lead to the
American Revolution, the King sought to compel obedience to his dictates by means of
the army.68 The colonists found the presence of these troops during peacetime
disturbing and were outraged by the use of these troops to enforce George III's
oppressive laws.69
Numerous objections sprang from the use of a standing army and military rule: the
quartering of troops in private homes; the court-martialing of citizens; the independence
and superiority of military power over civil power; and the seizure by British troops of
colonial militia arms and ammunition.70 The tactic of disarming the militia, in fact, led
directly to the first real battle of the Revolutionary War, when British troops attempted to
seize militia arms stored in Lexington in 1775.71
The colonists' English heritage had taught them that standing armies were the
instruments of tyranny and were acceptable only under extraordinary circumstances;
the militia was the proper body to provide for the defense and safety of the people in a
free society. As the Revolutionary War grew near, the actions of George III simply
reinforced this view.72
C. State Declarations and Constitutions Prior to 1787
As war with England started, the colonies held conventions in order to establish new
state governments. State constitutions were drawn in twelve colonies.73 Eight of these
included a Bill or Declaration of Rights as a part of the constitution, while the other three
contained textual guarantees.74 The Declarations were aimed at restricting
governmental power in the same way that the English Bill of Rights restricted the King
and Parliament.75
These state constitutions, adopted before the federal Constitution of 1787, had an
important influence on both the 1787 Constitution and the federal Bill of Rights.76 This
is evident from a comparison of the language in each.77
Each of the original twelve state constitutions discussed some aspect of the military.
Four included a right to bear arms,78 though only one provided for a right to keep arms.
Several state Declarations stressed, among other things, the role of a militia as the
proper and safest defense of a free state; the dislike of a standing army; and that the
military power should be subordinate to the civil power.79

The Virginia Declaration of Rights,80 adopted as a part of the Virginia Constitution in
June 1776,81 was the most influential of the Declarations.82 There were several
reasons. Most importantly, the Virginia Declaration of Rights was the first one adopted,
and it served as a model for the other states, many of which used Virginia's language
verbatim.
The influence of the Virginia Declaration of Rights on the eventual federal Bill of Rights
is apparent in other respects. Though George Mason drafted almost the entire Virginia
Declaration of Rights, James Madison, the eventual author of the federal Bill, was a
member of the Virginia Convention and the proceedings there served as a training
ground.83 Moreover, all or part of six amendments in the federal Bill of Rights are to
some extent expressed in the Virgina Declaration of Rights.
Article 13 of the Virginia Declaration of Rights provides:
That a well-regulated Militia, composed of the body of the people, trained to arms, is the
proper, natural and safe defence of a free State; that Standing Armies, in time of peace,
should be avoided as dangerous to liberty; and that, in all cases, the military should be
under strict subordination to and governed by the civil power.84
There is no mention of a right to bear arms. The focus of the article is on the role of the
militia versus a standing army. Nor was there any such mention of a right to bear arms
in New Jersey's Constitution, the next state to adopt a constitution.85
The first state to adopt an arms provision was Pennsylvania in August 1776. The
Pennsylvania Declaration was influenced by the Virginia model; much of it is taken
almost verbatim, though there are some important additions.86 For purposes of the
second amendment, the relevant articles are VIII, which provides:
[t]hat every member of society hath a right to be protected in the enjoyment of life,
liberty and property, and therefore is bound to contribute his proportion towards the
expence of that protection, and yield his personal service when necessary, or an
equivalent thereto . . . [n]or can any man who is conscientiously scrupulous of bearing
arms, be justly compelled thereto, if he will pay such equivalent.
and XIII which provides:
That the people have a right to bear arms for the defense of themselves and the state;
and as standing armies in the time of peace are dangerous to liberty, they ought not be
kept up; And that the military should be kept under strict subordination to, and governed
by, the civil power.87
The Virginia and Pennsylvania military articles were the models for almost every other
state; the remaining state constitutions usually contained the language of one or both.88

The New York Constitution discussed the militia and granted a religious exemption to
Quakers, but did not mention any right to bear arms.89 Interestingly, the New York
Constitution provides that the state, at its own expense, supply military equipment.90
Thus, it was considered quite appropriate for the government to provide the militia with
its arms, rather than having individuals provide their own. New York did not include any
"right to bear arms" language.
The remaining states followed the pattern of borrowing language from either Virginia or
Pennsylvania.91 Only four states listed a right to bear arms. Only two of those states
phrased the right in terms of "defense for themselves," a clause whose meaning is
ambiguous.92
The four states with "right to bear arms" language are almost the only states without a
reference to the militia being the proper defense for a free state. A comparison of Article
XIII in the Virginia Declaration of Rights with Article XIII in the Pennsylvania Declaration
of Rights shows that the arms clause was, in effect, a substitute for the militia clause.
The remainder of each article is almost identical. It seems logical to conclude that the
two clauses were conceptually similar. Some states chose to use the Virginia version,
with the militia-clause; the other states opted for the Pennsylvania version, with the
arms-clause.
In either case, the militia was considered to be preferable to a standing army as the
defense for each state. The Declarations were attempting to ensure supremacy of the
militia, not establish individual rights. The military orientation of the arms-clause is
refected in the surrounding language: references to standing armies, duty to serve in
the militia, exemption for religious objectors who were "scrupulous of bearing arms,"
and so on. In no sense can it be confidently stated that these state Declarations were
concerned with an individual right to bear arms for anything other than militia-related
purposes.
D. Adoption of the Constitution and Bill of Rights
1. Drafting of the Constitution
By the 1780s, "the concept of a bill of Rights had been fully developed in the American
System."93 Twelve of the state constitutions made some provision for guaranteeing the
most important individual rights.94 However, the first national instrument of union, the
Articles of Confederation, contained no listing of the various rights so commonly
espoused in the state documents.95
The Articles of Confederation provided that each state would retain "its sovereignty,
freedom, and independence."96 Article VI provided that "every state shall always keep
up a well-regulated and disciplined militia, sufficiently armed and accoutred."97 In
contrast, Congress' military power was limited. No standing army could be maintained
without the consent of nine of the thirteen states.

By 1787, however, it had become obvious that the government was simply too weak to
be effective. The chief purpose for calling the Constitutional Convention in 1787 was to
draft "a liberal, and energetic Constitution."98 But the method for erecting a stronger
national government was a point of great dispute. While many delegates, including
George Washington, Alexander Hamilton, John Jay, and General Henry Knox, wished
to have a powerful central government,99 other delegates, including Luther Martin,
Elbridge Gerry and George Mason, feared an oppressive central government that would
undercut the power of the states. This latter group became known as the "AntiFederalists," as they fought to maintain the states' authority.
The key focus of the Convention was this struggle over the proper roles of the federal
government and the states. In the process, the rights of individual citizens rarely
became an issue. Indeed, it was not until the end of the Convention that a proposal for a
Bill of Rights was introduced.100
By that time, several of the Anti-Federalists had become alarmed at the possibility that
the newly powerful federal government might encroach on individual liberties. George
Mason and Elbridge Gerry made a motion to prepare a Bill of Rights, but this was not
until September 12, 1787,101 only five days before the end of the Convention and four
months after the start.
In response to Gerry's proposal, the Federalists argued that the state declarations and
constitutions would be sufficient guarantees of liberty because they were not being
repealed by the federal Constitution.102 At this point, with the end of the Convention in
sight, the Federalists' counter-arguments were sufficiently persuasive to result in a
unanimous103 defeat of the proposal.104
Despite the Convention's lack of focus on individual rights, many delegates were
convinced that the federal government was becoming too powerful.105 Mason, Gerry,
and Martin repeatedly declared that they disliked seeing the state governments, the
traditional guarantors of personal liberty, undermined.106 Mason declared that he never
"would agree to abolish the state governments, or render them absolutely
insignificant."107 Martin attacked the generosity with which the delegates were heaping
powers upon the central government, contending that "the general government was
meant merely to preserve the state governments, not to govern individuals . . . its
powers ought to be kept within narrow limits."108
While Martin anad the Anti-Federalists defended the role of the states,109 the
Federalists stressed how desperately the country needed a strong central
government.110
Nowhere in the Constitutional debates was there a discussion of a right to keep or bear
arms. The delegates at the Convention, however, did spend a good deal of time
debating the roles of the army and militia, and these discussions are vital in
understanding the second amendment. Most critically, it is within the context of the

overarching "federal versus state" debate that the military clauses of the Constitution
must be considered.111
Many people, including George Washington, believed that the militia had performed
poorly during the war; they were determined to establish either a professional standing
army or a small, highly trained, select militia.112 The United States, however,
disbanded the Continental Army after the Revolutionary War, except for a small number
to guard some posts and stores.113 Thus, military affairs had been put back in the
hands of the states.114
When the proponents of a strong national government pushed for a professional army,
they simultaneously asked for extensive central authority over the state militias.115 The
only way to establish an effective militia, the Federalists argued, was to provide more
national uniformity in arms, discipline, and training; the various states were simply not
capable of providing a sufficient national military force.116
The Anti-Federalists voiced not only the traditional fear of a standing army, but also the
anger over the proposed transfer of state authority over the militia.117 The AntiFederalists saw the states being stripped of power in yet another crucial area--the
military.118 They viewed the militias as the means of defending themselves from an
oppressive federal government, particularly one which was providing itself with means
to establish an army.119 Having just fought a war against a powerful ruler who used the
military as his tool of enforcement, many delegates were not anxious to give their
militias to the new central government.120
Luther Martin and Elbridge Gerry attacked the plan, which seemed to go against the
popular notion that standing armies in time of peace were dangerous. Gerry proposed
that there be a limit on the number of troops allowed.121 His plan was defeated, the
prevalent view being that it was foolish to have to wait until the country was attacked
before raising a substantial number of forces.122 Most of the delegates were convinced
that at least a small professional army was necessary for America's defense. They were
willing to trust Congress with the responsibility.123
Yet even among many Federalists, the dislike and distrust of standing armies was still
evident.124 Indeed, the Federalists frequently tried to turn Anti-Federalists fears about
the army around, arguing that by strengthening national control of the militia, and by
maintaining a well-disciplined, uniformly trained, and effective militia, Congress would
have less need to raise a large standing army.125
But the Anti-Federalists were still hostile to the thought of the central government taking
control of the state militias.126 The Anti-Federalist theme had been that a powerful
central government would abuse its powers, rendering the states impotent.127
Congress was already being provided with an army--now it wanted control of the militia
as well.128

The Anti-Federalists had three major arguments. First, the central government might
take control of the militias and use them as a tool of oppression against the states,
either in combination with the army or alone.129
Second, if the federal government were given the authority to arm, discipline, and
organize the militia,130 Congress might completely neglect the militia, leaving it
untrained and useless to the states.131 The states would lose the only means of
defense, and the central government would be able to do whatever it wished through
the army.
Third, it was unclear to many delegates whether the power to arm and discipline the
militia was within the exclusive province of Congress, or whether the states had
concurrent authority.132 If the Congress failed to arm and train the militia, could the
states do so?133 The Anti-Federalists were unsure and worried about the possibility of
Congress "disarming" the state militias by ignoring them.134 If Congress did have
exclusive power, the states would lose all control to maintain their militias.
In response to the "militia versus army" debates, the delegates struck two major
compromises at the convention. The first was between men like General Pinckney, who
wanted a fully nationalized militia, and those like Elbridge Gerry, who bitterly opposed
even partial transfer of control away from the states.135 The second compromise was
between the more moderate elements, who recognized that the viability of both the
states and the central government was at stake and that neither could be totally
excluded.136
Excessive central authority over the militia would jeopardize the integrity of the states
and would thus jeopardize the possibility of ratification. The states would want the
militias not only for their own defense, as a means of fending off a dictatorial central
government, but also for handling internal police matters, enforcing obedience to their
laws, quelling insurrections, and so on.137 There was a strong feeling that the "whole
authority over the Militia ought by no means to be taken away from the states--whose
consequence would pine away to nothing after such a sacrifice of power."138
The final distribution of power over the militia gave the states the power to appoint
officers and train the militia, while granting the federal government the power to
organize, arm, discipline, and govern the militia.139 Congress was given the authority to
call the militia to repel invasions, suppress insurrections, and execute national laws.140
The President was made Commander-in-Chief of the militia of the states when the
militias were in the service of the federal government.141
Thus, the states still had certain authority over the militias, particularly when the militias
were not in the national service. Also, the "right to exist" of the state militias was
recognized by the creation of a separate national army.142
One critical point, however, was left unsettled at the end of the Convention. It was
unclear whether the power of arming and disciplining the militia was exclusively federal.

As the debates in the Virginia Ratifying Convention reveal, this point concerned
many.143
The power of "arming" the militias received only cursory mention at the Convention. The
key passage involes a confused discussion whether "arming" extends to furnishing
arms, specifying the kind and size of arms, or regulating the mode of furnishing arms,
either by the militia themselves, the state governments, or the national treasury.144
Unfortunately, the discussion was interrupted and not resumed. From the debates in the
Virginia Ratifying Convention, however, it is evident that by "arming" the militia, many
had in mind actually providing weapons the the militiamen.145
This is significant, because it shows that the Drafters contemplated the possibility that
the government would supply the militia arms.146 By the same token, "disarming" was
also used in the sense of "neglecting to arm and train the militia," rendering them
useless to the states.147
These points are significant because they show that in the context of the Constitution,
the militia was viewed as a state-organized, state-run body; it was not simply a term for
the citizenry at large. Indeed, even though the militias were composed of a large body of
male citizens, the militias were seen as state units which could be armed by the
government, and which could be called out by the states to quash rebellions, enforce
laws, and defend the state from invasion.148
Thus, it was plausible to view such a militia as being destroyed if the federal, or state,
government neglected to provide them with training--and arms. If the militia was viewed
as nothing more than the citizenry at large, there would be no problem with "training"
and "arming" them because citizens could use their own guns and organize themselves.
This distinction between the militia as a state-organized body and as the entire citizenry
at large is important in understanding the second amendment because one of the
central claims of those who oppose government efforts to regulate firearms is that the
"militia" referred to in the Constitution simply means an armed citizenry at large.
Underlying this concept is the notion that the second amendment is aimed at ensuring
that all private citizens would be armed, and thus able to rise up in revolt against any
government action perceived by the masses as "tyrannical."149
But as discussed above, the records of the Convention reveal no clear discussion of an
individual right to possess arms. Moreover, the records reveal no discussion of a fear of
state governments. The states were repeatedly viewed as the protectors of the citizens'
liberties, and the shield for the populace from the evils of the national government.150
This is significant for the second amendment. If the right to bear arms was granted in
order to stave off state government tyranny, as well as federal government tyranny, it is
plausible to argue that all citizens should have the right to keep arms because a stateorganized body such as militia could not be the proper shield for citizens to rise against
an oppressive state government. But there is no discussion to support such an
argument. The discussions of the Constitutional Convention, the Bill of Rights, and the

state ratifying conventions focus on the need for the states and citizens to protect
themselves from an oppressive federal government. In the debates over the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights, the state governments were never viewed as a
threat.
2. The Ratification Struggle
As soon as the Convention had broken up, the ratification controvery began in the
states.151 The Federalists, urging support for the Constitution, engaged the AntiFederalists in a war of pamphlets, newspaper articles, and debates on the merits of
ratification.152 The fear of an overbearing central authority, which would lead to the
"destruction of the states," was the foremost theme of the Anti-Federalists.153 They
claimed that if the central government were given such powers, it might easily become
an "aristocracy," under the Senate's control, or a "monarch," under the President's.154
A subsidiary concern was that the proposed Constitution was inadequate to protect
individual rights and liberties.155 The absence of a Bill of Rights soon proved to be the
most vulnerable aspect of the Constitution, and popular outcry over the lack of such a
bill grew.156 The Anti-Federalists soon focused their attack on this aspect and its
appeal was natural.157 After all, the state constitutions had all contained declarations of
fundamental rights. A powerful central government was being established and its
Constitution contained nothing about individual rights.158
The Federalists usually responded that this government was one of limited powers, and
so there was no need for such a Bill of Rights.159 The populace was not convinced and
asked, what harm could be done by including a Bill of Rights? Pressure on the
Federalists mounted and it eventually became evident that amendments would be
needed to ensure ratificatioin.160
The Anti-Federalists directed much of their venom at the army and militia provisions of
the Constitution. In his writings,161 Richard Henry Lee urged that the people strive to
give the state governments the greatest amount of power.162 The state governments
were the true representatives of the people, he said, in a familiar Anti-Federalist
theme.163 Powers touching on internal state affairs, such as taxes and the militia, were
now being lodged in the central government. Similar attacks took place on the creation
of a standing army, the "nursery of vice and . . . bane of liberty," and the transfer of
authority over the militia, "the bulwark of defence [sic]," to the central government.164
Luther Martin envisioned Congress taking control of the militias and marching them all
over the country.165 He stated that the Constitution was taking away from the states,
[the] only defense and protection which the State can have for the security of their rights
against arbitrary encroachments of the general government . . . it ought to be
considered as the last coup de grace to the state governments . . . and, by placing the
militia under [Congress's] power, enable it to leave the militia totally unorganized,
undisciplined, and even to disarm them.166

The Federalists responded that a strong army was necessary;167 that a strong militia
would alleviate the need for a large army;168 that the states still had concurrent control
over the militia;169 and that the states had little to fear from any national forces, since
the people's loyalties lay with the state government and the citizens would always side
with and defend their state government against any oppressive federal actions.170 But
as the state conventions met, there was still concern over both the lack of a Bill of
Rights and the assumption of military power by the new central government.
The arguments of the Federalists seem to have allayed at least some fears, for the early
state conventions were solid victories for ratification. Delaware ratified first, shortly after
the Philadelphia Convention disbanded.171 Pennsylvania was next to ratify.172 Fifteen
amendments were proposed but all were voted down.173
A vocal Pennsylvania minority, upset with the large power being given to the central
government, and believing that no control was being left with the state governments,
had proposed the amendments.174 This group felt that the combination of a national
standing army and a militia over which Congress had "absolute unqualified command"
would lead to the destruction of liberty.175
The Pennsylvania proposals included eight of the ten amendments eventually put into
the Bill of Rights.176 Among the proposed amendments was one declaring that
standing armies were dangerous to liberty. Other amendments asserted the right of the
people to bear arms and directed that the power of organizing, arming, and disciplining
the militia remained with the individual states.
Though neither adopted by the Pennsylvania convention nor sent to Congress as
recommendations, the Pennsylvania amendments were widely circulated and served as
a model for the other states. The states soon adopted a system of ratifying the
Constitution, but then sending a lit of proposed amendments (a "Bill of Rights") along as
"recommendations." Even the Federalist supporters of the Constitution came to see that
the Pennsylvania minority method was a means of defusing opposition to ratification.
By the time of the Virginia convention, nine states had ratified, ensuring that the
Constitution would go into effect.177 But it was commonly believed that permanent
union was impossible without Virginia, the wealthiest, most prestigious, and most
populous state.
The Virginia convention was important in regard to the second amendment for several
reasons. First, Virginia was the only state to discuss extensively the military clauses of
the Constitution. Second, the Bill of Rights proposed by Virginia had an article
concerning the right to bear arms and the militia. This article resembles Madison's
second amendment. Third, Madison was a member of the Virginia convention and thus
was influenced by the military debates there, and probably felt a duty as a Virginian to
consider the desires of the people of his state. Finally, the overall impact of the Virginia
proposals is self-evident, since every specific right listed in the Virginia proposals was

presented by Madison in his proposed federal amendments, and all but one became a
part of the Bill of Rights.178
The major object of Anti-Federalist concern about the military was article I, section 8,
clause 16 of the Constitution, which gave Congress the power to "organize, arm and
discipline the militia."179 The Anti-Federalists believed that this clause gave Congress
exclusive power to provide for arming the militia, and thus prevented the states from
doing so themselves.180 According to George Mason, this exclusive power would allow
Congress to destroy the militia by "rendering them useless--by disarming them . . .
Congress may neglect to provide for arming and disciplining the militia; and the state
governments cannot do it, for Congress has an exclusive right to arm them, etc."181
By "disarming," Mason meant two things: not providing arms for the militia, and not
using the militia. Neither Mason nor anybody else at the Virginia convention expressed
concern that the federal government would physically take the arms of individual
militiamen. Mason proposed an amendment, subsequently adopted, that would declare
the right of the state governments to arm and discipline the militia, should the general
government neglect to arm and discipline them. Mason feared that by neglecting the
militia, Congress would have an excuse to raise that great evil, a large standing
army.182
Madison responded with the traditional Federalist argument that a strong, uniform, and
disciplined militia was the best way to avoid the need for a large army.183 Madison next
answered the other major Anti-Federalist concern by declaring again that the states had
concurrent power to arm and govern the militia. According to Madison, the
Congressional power was not exclusive, and hence the states need not worry that their
militias would be paralyzed.184
Patrick Henry continued Mason's line of argument, contending that if the militia clause
did give the states concurrent power to arm the militia, it did so only by implication.185
Already apprehensive about the powers of the federal government, the Anti-Federalists
demanded an express declaration of the states' right to arm the militias.186
Considering that each militiaman was generally supposed to supply his own arms, it
seems odd that there was so much discussion about which government would provide
the arms. The answer can only be that the states at this time actually did provide some
portion of the militia's arms. Thus, Patrick Henry stated that "necessary as it is to have
arms, and though our Assembly has, by a succession of laws for many years,
endeavored to have the militia completely armed, it is still far from being the case. When
this power is given up to Congress . . . how will your militia be armed?"187 Similarly,
John Marshall stated: "If Congress neglect our militia, we can arm them ourselves.
Cannot Virginia import arms? Cannot she put them into the hands of her militiamen?"188
From these statements, it is clear that the Virginia delegates envisioned that the
government would provide not only training for the militia, but also arms.189 More

important, the Virginia debates show that the militias were viewed as state-organized
bodies, and the "militia" of the second amendment was not simply viewed as the armed
citizenry at large. The states', or Congress', failure to train, organize, and arm the
militias could only have such a devastating impact if the government was largely
responsbile for them. Thus, while the term "militia" may have referred in some contexts
to the citizenry as a whole, in the context of the Bill of Rights debate, it referred to
organized, trained, and government-supplied militias.
The Virginia debates reveal that the delegates were not concerned with an individual
right to carry weapons, outside the context of militia service. The Anti-Federalist
expressed the traditional fears of a standing army,190 but were equally concerned with
the states' apparent loss of power over the militias. The Anti-Federalists could not see
why they should allow Congress to take charge of the state militias and then neglect
them--disarm them. "Why should we not provide against the danger of having our
militia, our real and natural strength, destroyed?"191 Thus, Mason and Henry proposed
that, "if Congress should refuse to find arms for [the militia], this country may lay out
their own money to purchase them."192 As Luther Martin and Elbridge Gerry had
repeatedly stressed, the militias were the states' only means of self-preservation.
These debates reveal the key meaning of the Virginia proposals. The new federal
government could keep much of its broad military power, but it would be forbidden from
disarming the state militias. The central government must give to the states the right to
keep their militias armed and trained, in order for the states to have them as an effective
means of defense. The "right to bear arms" concerned the ability of the states to
maintain an effective militia, not an individual right to keep weapons for any purpose
whatsoever. This interpretation of the Virgina proposals is consistent with those State
declarations and constitutions of the 1770s which had "right to bear arms" provisions.
The Virginia Convention adopted a Declaration of Rights containing 20 articles and 20
proposed amendments to the text of the Constitution.193 Article XVII stated:
[t]hat the people have a right to keep and bear arms; that a well regulated Militia
composed of the body of the people trained to arms is the proper, natural and safe
defense of a free State. That standing armies in time of peace are dangerous to liberty,
and therefore ought to be avoided, as far as the circumstances and protection of the
Community will admit; and that in all cases the military should be under strict
subordination to and governed by the Civil power.194
Article XIX stated "[t]hat any person religiously scrupulous of bearing arms ought to be
exempted upon payment of an equivalent to employ another to bear arms in his
stead."195
These two articles neatly encapsulated the prevalent American view on the merits of
standing armies and militias. Amendments IX and XI proposed by Virginia protected
these principles. The ninth amendment provided, "[t]hat no standing army, or regular
troops, shall be raised, or kept up, in time of peace, without the consent of two thirds of

the members present in both houses."196 The eleventh amendment provided, "[t]hat
each state respectively shall have the power to provide for organizing, arming, and
disciplining its own militia, whensoever Congress shall omit or neglect to provide for the
same. That the militia shall not be subject to martial law, except when in actual service .
. . ."197
The eleventh amendment reflects the Anti-Federalist concern over the federal
government's neglecting and disarming the militia.198 The seventeenth article in the
proposed Bill of Rights is almost identical with the thirteenth article of the Virginia
Declaration of Rights of 1776, except that the "right to keep and bear arms" is
included.199 This addition is understandable in the context of the Virginia debates: the
Anti-Federalists wanted explicit assurances that the states would be able to arm and
discipline the militias. There is no mention in the Virginia debates of individuals carrying
weapons, or of the need to assure individuals that the federal government would not
confiscate their arms. The debate was solely in the context of whether the government
would affirmatively provide arms for the militia.
Following the Virginia ratifying convention, the New York and North Carolina
conventions added to the pressure on Congress to act quickly in adopting a Bill of
Rights.200 New York had an extremely close vote on ratification, with the convention
narrowly voting down a proposal to refuse ratification until its proposed amendments
were adopted.201 North Carolina, however, refused to ratify the Constitution until a Bill
of Rights was added.202
3. Adoption of the Bill of Rights
The close vote in New York and the refusal of North Carolina to ratify, with the flood of
recommended amendments proposed by the states, gave the Bill of Rights movement
virtually irresistible momentum. The Federalists knew they would have to propose a Bill
of Rights when the new Congress assembled in 1791.203
Madison introduced a proposed Bill of Rights early in the first session to alleviate any
suspicion that the new government was dragging its heels.204 His draft was based on
the numerous amendments proposed by the state ratifying conventions, particularly
Virginia's.205 Madison's initial effort covered all the articles eventually found in the Bill
of Rights, and included much of the specific language adopted.206
Madison's draft of the second amendment provided: "[t]he right of the people to keep
and bear arms shall not be infringed; a well armed but well regulated militia being the
best security of a free country; but no person religiously scrupulous of bearing arms
shall be compelled to render military service in person."207
As is obvious from the language, the focus of this amendment was on the military.
There was almost no debate in the House over this proposal. Debate did occur over the
religious scruples clause. Elbridge Gerry, still suspicious of the army and federal control
over the militia, moved to strike the religious scruples clause.208

Gerry's proposal, however, failed as did Burke's proposal to add a clause forbidding
standing armies in peacetime without the consent of two-thirds of Congree.209 The
amendment was passed by the House without any substantial alteration, though "free
country" was changed to "free state."210 No reason is given for this change, although it
may indicate that the second amendment was aimed at preserving the security of the
individual states by ensuring their right to maintain effective militias.
The Senate was content to tighten the House's language in most of the amendments.
The Senate essentially adopted the House version of the second amendment, though it
dropped the religious exemption. The Senate rearranged the language, placing more
stress on the militia aspect of keeping and bearing arms: "[a] well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear
Arms shall not be infringed."211
The background of the second amendment indicates that Congress did not intend to
confer a broad "individual" right to carry arms, outside of the military context.212
Obviously, if Madison and Congress had intended to create some broad individual right
to weapons, they could have chosen language which clearly did so. The Senate did
reject a proposal to insert the phrase "for the common defense" after the "right to bear
arms" clause.213 Some have claimed that this rejection indicates that the second
amendment was aimed at a broad individual right to have weapons, and not just a
military-related right. But the Senate's reason for rejecting this proposal is unknown,
since there is no record of the discussion. Because the Senate had agreed to the
substance of the amendment, it seems more likely that the phrase was rejected
because it was redundant. It was already understood that the amendment meant the
right of the people to bear arms for the security and defense of their state.214
More significantly, in none of the conventions, writings, or debates preceding the
second amendment was there any discussion of a right to have weapons for hunting,
target shooting, self-defense, or any other non-militia purpose. No such discussion
appears in the Constitutional Convention records, the Anti-Federalist writings, Virginia's
ratifying debates, state constitutions or declarations of the 1770s, or Congressional
debates on the Bill of Rights. Considering the immediate political context of the second
amendment, as well as the historical background, the amendment's meaning is
apparent. A traditional fear of standing armies in the hands of a powerful central
government had instilled in Americans a belief that a militia was the proper form of
defense. The proposed Constitution authorized standing armies and granted Congress
sweeping power over the militia. Many saw the possibility of Congress failing to
maintain the militias effectively and were unsure if the states retained the authority to do
so. From the viewpoint of the individual citizen, the concern was simply to be able to
keep and bear arms in his capacity as a state militiaman.
From either the state or individual perspective, the thrust of the amendment was to
ensure the existence of an effective state militia. In neither case was there an intent to
confer a broad individual right to have arms for other lawful purposes. There is simply
no evidence that the second amendment was to prevent oppressive state governments

from tyrannizing the citizens--this was simply never considered. The amendment was to
protect the states' ability to maintain effective militias, and to protect against an
oppressive federal government. Indeed, the Senate rejected the amendment, which
Madison regarded as most important and which prohibited state violation of the
personal liberties guaranteed in the Bill of Rights. 215 Thus, there is no support for the
view that the second amendment was intended as a limitation on the states.216
The focus of the Bill of Rights was the limitation of the federal government's power; the
Bill of Rights ensured the citizenry that the newly powerful central government would not
trample on their traditional liberties. The Framers were concerned with preserving the
states' authority over some part of the military system. Hence, we have the militia clause
of the Constitution. The Anti-Federalists, too, were concerned with preserving a role for
the states. Hence we have the second amendment.
E. The Militia in America
1. The History of the Militia Since 1789
As the preceding historical analysis has shown, and as the courts have repeatedly
held,217 the right of an individual to keep and carry arms only exists in the context of
contributing to a "well-regulated militia." Thus, to understand the constitutional
implications of gun legislation today, it is important to understand how the role and
organization of the "militia" have evolved since colonial times.
As discussed above, the colonies had no standing army until the Revolutionary War.
Each colony had its own militia, modeled on the English militia system.218 The militias
of the states were organized on one basic system:219 white males between the ages of
eighteen and forty-five or eighteen and sixty were required to muster for training four to
eight days per year; militiamen were generally required to furnish their own basic
equipment, including arms and ammunition.220
Though many felt that the militia performed poorly during the war, and wanted to do
away with the militia as the defense of the country,221 the United States largely
disbanded the Continental Army after the war. Military affairs were placed again in the
hands of the state governments and their militias.
The militia of the late 1700s served several functions. First and most important, it
eliminated much of the need for a large standing army, by providing the main source of
defense for the country.222 Second, it enabled the states to maintain their own military
forces and thus ensured that the federal government would not become overly
oppressive.223 Third, it gave the states a source of internal police power, available for
such tasks as suppressing insurrections.224 Fourth, it ensured the states that they
would have substantial authority in the new federalist scheme.225
Laws at the time generally required militiamen to bring their own equipment--including
firearms. But, it is evident that the states did supply, at least in part, some of the arms

and ammunition for militiamen. It is also clear that the federal government had been
given the power to provide both training and arms to the state militia. This is evident
from the state ratifying debates and the subsequent actions of the federal
government.226 Thus, contrary to what some pro-dun writers have argued,227 today's
practice of having the federal government supply militia arms would not "shock" those
who wrote the second amendment, nor does it "violate" the amendment's spirit.
In 1792, Congress passed the Militia Act.228 This was Congress' first attempt to
organize the militia system under the power given to it in the Constitution. Before the
Militia Act, numerous proposals had been made by Secretary of War Knox and by
George Washington to set up a "select corps" of militiamen.229 But these efforts failed.
The Militia Act of 1792 ignored the idea of a select militia, and stated that all able-bodied
white male citizens ages eighteen to forty-five were to be enrolled and that each
militaman was required to furnish his own equipment.230 The Militia Act set out a
system comparable with the seventeenth and eighteenth century versions of the
militia.231 By incorporating the principles of the state militia laws of the time, the Militia
Act bill simply asked the states to continue what they had been doing.
The states, however, were not up to the task. The history of the state militias between
1800 and the 1870s is one of total abandonment, disorganization, and
degeneration.232 The states were responsible for funding and organizing the militias
because Congress had made no provision for helping them. Despite occasional
inducements by Congress to spur the states to arm and organize their militias, the
states chose to do virtually nothing.233 The militias became typified by infrequent
training and mustering, and a growing list of exemptions. States repealed the laws that
had set fines for non-attendance. People laughed at the "patriots" who attended. The
problem with the 1792 Act was that it was unselective and imposed a duty on everyone.
States were not rich enough to organize militias properly. Citizens became impatient
with having to spend days attending militia duties. New states joining the Union had no
revolutionary tradition and no special attachment to the militia system. Parades and
mustering were financially burdensome to the worker; and when so many received
exemptions, it created resentment and pressure to abandon the whole system.
The provisions of the 1792 Act were unworkable and worthless for the national
defense.234 Those still involved in the militia had turned them largely into social and
entertainment clubs, featuring a once-a-year mustering akin to a festive celebration.235
By 1900, the militia as the whole body of the people had virtually ceased to exist.
President Roosevelt, in his annual message to Congress in 1901, stated the obvious:
the old militia law was "obsolete and worthless."236
In 1903, Congress passed the Milita Act, commonly known as the "Dick Act."237 The
Dick Act was an effort to provide for organizing, training, and equipping the militia. The
Dick Act was an effort to restore the militia to a status in which it would be useful as a
means of defense.

The legistlative history of the Dick Act shows that the purpose of the bill was to improve
the efficiency of the "National Guard," as the state militias had become known, and
make it a solid second line of defense for the country.238 The aim was to secure
uniformity of instruction, which could only be obtained by uniformity of armament and
equipment.239
The Committee Reports criticized the old 1792 Militia Act. These reports stated that the
terms of the Militia Act were too sweeping and its attempt to include all able-bodied
males was practically impossible to execute.240 One of the key changes made by the
Dick Act was to establish two categories of militia, an organized and an "unorganized"
or "reserve" militia.241 All the training, arming, and drilling were to be directed at the
"organized" militia, also known as the National Guard. No provision was made for the
unorganized militia.242
Thus, in the first real exercise of its power to organize the militia, Congress departed
from its previous practice in two significant respects. First, in contrast to the militias of
colonial times, it created an organized militia consisting of less than all able-bodied
men. Second, and again for the purpose of providing for the national defense, the
federal government asumed the obligation of supplying and arming the members of the
organized militia, and of arming those members of the reserve militia who were called to
duty.243
The state and federal governments have always had concurrent jurisdiction and control
over the militia, and either one has the authority to call out the militia to meet its
needs.244 Congress was asserting its share of control over the militia, in terms of
training and equipping them, to make it an efficient arm of the national military. The Dick
Act intended for the states to retain the authority to use the militia; the federal
government was simply trying to assure that the state militias were armed and
organized, and thus useful.
It has been argued that the Dick Act violated the spirit of the second amendment.245 It
is difficult to see the logic of this view. Admittedly, the Dick Act reorganized the militia
system. And although the Dick Act's main purpose was to bolster the militia for the
purpose of national service, its effect was to revive the state militias and save them from
near-extinction. The Dick Act made certain that the state militias were armed and
organized and available for both national and state purposes. In this respect, the Dick
Act was quite in keeping with the spirit of the second amendment.
In 1908, Congress passed a statute246 that raised additional money for the militia.
Congress further provided that in time of war the militia would be taken into service
before any volunteer forces. In 1916, the National Defense Act was passed.247 This act
largely completed the transformation from state to federal control.248
Today, the United States supplies most of the material for the National Guard, and the
Army supervises instruction of soldiers. The United States does not, however, actually
train the National Guard. That duty remains in the states' hands.249 Most importantly,

the National Guard, while viewed today as a "federal entity," is still the state militia
during those times when it is not in federal service. This is so despite its federal pay and
its federally owned equipment.
2. The Second Amendment as it Relates to the Militia Today
The key developments in the history of the militia have been: the arming of the militias
by the federal government; the split between an organized and unorganized militia; the
passage of the militias from state authority to largely federal authority; and the rise of
the army as the main defense force in the country. What effect have these changes had
on the second amendment's current status?
The second amendment was ratified to ensure each state's ability to maintain an
effective militia and to arm its militia if the federal government failed to do so. Thus, the
right of an individual to possess a firearm is protected by the second amendment only if
the individual's possession of the firearm is necessary to ensure a viable state militia.
Under existing federal law, in effect for over 70 years, the federal government is
responsible for arming and equipping the present day state militia, the National
Guard.250 No state still requires its citizens to supply weapons for its militia.
Consequently, possession of a weapon by an individual no longer bears any
relationship to an effective militia. So long as privately owned firearms are not needed to
supply the milita, and the National Guard remains armed by the federal government, the
guarantee encompassed in the second amendment imposes no restrictions on federal
legislation seeking to regulate ownership or possessioin of arms by individuals.
Some commentators argue that the National Guard should not be viewed as the "militia"
envisioned by the second amendment.251 These commentators claim that the National
Guard cannot be the independent state militia contemplated in 1789. Those militias
were to be tools largely of the states, ready to fight the federal government. Today, the
federal government has ultimate authority and control over the militia.252 Still other progun commentators urge that the militia is important only in its "idealized" form of
common citizens having arms.253 Without unrestricted access to guns, there is no
possibility of an anonymous armed citizenry able to rise against a tyrannical
government.254 These commentators all conclude that the present-day organized
militia is not sufficient to guarantee the security of the people, as was intended by the
second amendment. The underlying premise of this viewpoint is that citizens should be
allowed to keep weapons in order to exercise their "right" to overthrow an oppressive
government.
A major problem with these arguments is that they assume the second amendment
drafters viewed the militia as an anonymous "armed citizenry at large," rather than as
some form of state-organized, state-trained unit. But the second amendment was not
designed to ensure that every citizen would have weapons. The second amendment
was designed to assure the states and citizens that they could maintain effective state

militias. However, the states and citizens demonstrated during the 1800s that they did
not want to exercise this prerogative.255
Even if the present-day National Guard is not the exact equivalent of the colonial militia,
this is so simply because of the passage of time. The militia of the 1700s no longer
exists. In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the second amendment
might well have prevented the federal government from passing extensive legislation
affecting private ownership of firearms. Such laws could have seriously impaired the
effectiveness of the states to maintain their militias, given the statutes of the time and
the poor manner in which the states armed their militias. Today, however, the state
militias are well-armed. So long as the federal government continues to provide arms,
and so long as privately owned weapons are not needed for militia purposes, gun
legislation should raise no constitutional problems.
III. JUDICIAL INTERPRETATION OF THE SECOND AMENDMENT
The second amendment has inspired a remarkable degree of consensus among federal
and state courts. Indeed, the proposition that the second amendment does not
guarantee each individual a right to keep and bear arms for private, non-militia purposes
may be the most firmly established proposition in American constitutional law. As the
following discussion demonstrates, this proposition is in accord with the teaching of the
historical materials reviewed in Section II.
A. The Amendment as a Restraint on Federal Action
1. The Supreme Court's Holding in United States v. Miller
The Supreme Court's decision in United States v. Miller256 is the Court's only extensive
treatment of the meaning of the second amendment. Miller established an analytical
framework that, as refined by the lower courts, determines the outcome of second
amendment cases to this day.
The issue in Miller was whether the second amendment barred the prosecution of two
individuals for transporting in interstate commerce a sawed-off shotgun without having
registered the weapon as required by the National Firearms Act of 1934.257 In
upholding the statute as applied to the weapon at issue, the Supreme Court made it
clear that the only purpose of the second amendment was to ensure the effectiveness
of state militias.258 After quoting the militia clause of the Constitution, the Court wrote:
"With obvious purpose to assure the continuation and render possible the effectiveness
of such [militia] forces the declaration and guarantee of the Second Amendment were
made. It must be interpreted and applied with that end in view.259 The Court's analysis
directly contradicts the argument that the second amendment guarantees a right to bear
arms for individual self-defense, sport-shooting, or other purposes unrelated to
participation in state militias.260

The Supreme Court's extensive discussion of the militia in Miller, moreover, reveals that
the Court regarded the militia as a government directed and organized military force, not
as a term synonymous with the armed citizenry at large. For instance, the Court refers
to the militia as a "body of citizens enrolled for military discipline."261 It also referred to
colonial laws intended to insure the possession of arms "by all who were subject to
military service."262 The Court's description of the colonial militia as an instrument of
governmental authority is consistent with the historical materials discussed in section II
of the article.
As to the constitutional issue before it, the Court wrote:
[i]n the absence of any evidence tending to show that possession or use of a 'shotgun
having a barrel of less than eighteen inches in length' at this time has some reasonable
relationship to the preservation or efficiency of a well regulated militia, we cannot say
that the [s]econd [a]mendment guarantees the right to keep and bear such an
instrument. Certainly it is not within judicial notice that this weapon is any part of the
ordinary military equipment or that its use could contribute to the common defense.263
Thus, the Court was able to decide the constitutional issue by finding an absence of
evidence that the weapon in question had a "reasonable relationship to the preservation
or efficiency of a well regulated militia." The possible use of the weapon for purposes
unrelated to the militia was not discussed.
2. The Meaning of Miller: The "Collective Rights" Interpretation of the Second
Amendment
Does Miller mean that weapons which can be shown to have a military use are
protected by the Second Amendment? One commentator has interpreted Miller as
holding that "the Constitution protects the right to possession or use of arms having a
militia utility, e.g., shotguns, rifles, and pistols."264 This argument seems absurd on its
face, because it would accord constitutional protection to machine guns, bazookas,
hand grenades, and other military hardware of staggering destructive potential.265
The proposition that Miller recognizes the protected status of any weapon that could
have a military use has been rejected by every court which has addressed it. For
example, the First Circuit Court of Appeals in Cases v. United States266 rejected a
second amendment challenge to the defendant's conviction for violating the proscription
in the Federal Firearms Act267 against the transport or receipt of firearms in interstate
commerce by fugitives or persons convicted of a crime of violence. Although the Court
acknowledged that the weapon in question--a .38 caliber Colt revolver--"may be capable
of military use" or at least valuable in training a person to use military weapons, it held
that it was not constitutionally protected because its possession by the defendant did
not contribute to the maintenance of a militia:
[t]here is no evidence that the appellant was or even had been a member of any military
organization or that his use of the weapon under the circumstances disclosed was in

preparation for a military career. In fact, the only inference possible is that the appellant
at the time charged in the indictment was in possession of, transporting, and using the
firearm and ammunition purely and simply on a frolic of his own and without any thought
or intention of contributing to the efficiency of a well regulated militia which the Second
Amendment was designed to foster as necessary to the security of a free state.268
Whereas Miller had decided the second amendment issue by reference to the nature of
the weapon alone, the court in Cases examined whether the possession of the weapon
by the particular defendant had any relationship to a well-regulated militia.269 The
Cases opinion sensibly recognized that the military nature of a weapon does not itself
determine its relationship to the maintenance of a militia since a weapon suitable for
military purposes may be owned and used for purposes unrelated to militia activities.
It may legitimately be argued that the Supreme Court in Miller did not need to go
beyond the nature of the weapon itself to determine whether a conviction for
transporting it in interstate commerce ran afoul of the second amendment. Having found
the evidence insufficient to indicate any military use for a sawed-off shotgun, the Court
decided the second amendment issue without analyzing the particular circumstances of
its possession by the defendant.270 Thus, although proof of the sawed-off shotgun's
military potential was necessary to give it constitutional protection, it may not have been
sufficient to confer such protection. The court in Cases wrote:
we do not feel that the Supreme Court in [the Miller] case was attempting to formulate a
general rule applicable to all cases. The rule which it laid down was adequate to
dispose of the case before it and that we think was as far as the Supreme Court
intended to go.271
The court in Cases also recognized that since some sort of military use seems to have
been found for almost any modern lethal weapon,272 to read Miller to grant
constitutional protection to all weapons of military potential would be to empower the
federal government to regulate only weapons which can be classed as antiques or
curiosities,273 such as the flintlock musket.274 The court also was disturbed by the
implication that Congress would be prevented from regulating the private use of
"distinctly military arms, such as machine guns, trench mortars, anti-tank or anti-aircraft
guns"275 even though "it would be inconceivable that a private person could have any
legitimate reason for having such a weapon."276
Later decisions have agreed with this interpretation of Miller and have upheld the power
of the federal government to regulate military weapons. The Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals in United States v. Warin277 held that the provisions of federal law requiring
registration of machine guns278 did not violate the second amendment. The court noted
that the Miller Court did not reach the question whether military weapons could be
regulated, there being no military weapon before the Court.279 The Warin court
concluded that if conferring constitutional protection on the private ownership of military
weapons was "inconceivable" in 1942 when Cases was decided, "it is completely
irrational in this time of nuclear weapons."280 Thus, the courts have unanimously

rejected the notion that Miller, either directly or by implication, recognizes a
constitutional right to possess military weapons.
In fact, the courts consistently have read Miller to mean that federal statutes regulating
firearms do not offend the second amendment unless the statutes are shown to
interfere with the maintenance of an organized state militia. Because privately-owned
firearms are no longer used for militia purposes, this analytical framework has meant
that, since Miller, no federal gun law has been held to violate the second amendment.
This pattern of lower court decisions began with the decision of the Third Circuit in
United States v. Tot,281 decided one month before Cases. In Tot, the court of appeals
rejected a second amendment challenge to the identical section of the Federal Firearms
Act at issue in Cases.282 The court of appeals' holding was based in part on the failure
of the defendant to show a relationship between the weapon at issue--a pistol--and the
preservation of a well-regulated militia.283 It is not clear whether the court of appeals'
finding in Tot was that there are no military uses for a pistol or that the possession of a
pistol by the particular defendant was unrelated to militia activity.
In any event, the court of appeals preferred to rest its holding on a broader basis,
namely that there was never any absolute right to bear arms under the common law and
that laws restricting the availability of firearms to persons "who have previously . . . been
shown to be aggressors against society"284 surely must be constitutional because such
laws do not "infringe upon the preservation of the well-regulated militia protected by the
[s]econd [a]mendment."285 The court in Tot expressly rejected the proposition that the
second amendment guarantees a broad, individual right to own firearms similar in
nature to the guarantees of the first amendment.
It is abundantly clear that from the discussion of the amendment contemporaneous with
its proposal and adoption and those of learned writers since that this amendment, unlike
those providing for protection of free speech and freedom of religion, was not adopted
with individual rights in mind, but as a protection for the states in the maintenance of
their militia organizations against possible encroachments by the federal power.286
As the discussion in section II shows, the court's conclusion accurately reflects the
weight of the historical evidence.
Much of the recent jurisprudence of the second amendment has been created by
challenges to the provisions of the Gun Control Act of 1968. In each case, the court
considered the key constitutional question to be whether the particular statutory
provision at issue had any adverse impact on a state's ability to maintain a military
force. In each case, the court answered no. The federal courts have rejected second
amendment challenges to the federal record-keeping requirements imposed on gun
dealers;287 the prohibition of gun possession, transport, or receipt by convicted
felons288 or persons indicted for felonies;289 the registration requirements as applied
to machine guns;290 the dealer licensing requirements;291 and the prohibition against
making false statements in the course of purchasing firearms.292

The courts repeatedly have followed Tot in expressly holding that the right guaranteed
by the second amendment is not an individual right, but rather a "collective" right. The
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals wrote in Stevens v. United States,293 "[s]ince the
[s]econd [a]mendment right to keep and bear arms applies only to the right of the State
to maintain a militia and not to the individual's right to bear arms, there can be no
serious claim to any express constitutional right of an individual to possess a
firearm."294
In a later opinion,295 the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, called the second amendment
guarantee a "collective rather than an individual right."296 In Eckert v. City of
Philadelphia,297 the Third Circuit Court of Appeals wrote that "the right to keep and
bear arms is not a right given by the United States Constitution."298 The Fourth Circuit
Court of Appeals in United States v. Johnson299 held that "the second amendment only
confers a collective right of keeping and bearing arms which must bear a reasonable
relationship to the preservation or efficiency of a well regulated militia."300 The
Supreme Court of Minnesota wrote in In Re Atkinson301 that "the [s]econd
[a]mendment protects not an individual right but a collective right, in the people as a
group, to serve as militia."302 Other state courts have agreed.303 This line of cases
was succinctly summarized by the Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, which wrote
in United States v. Nelson304 that the argument for a "fundamental right to keep and
bear arms" in the second amendment "has not been the law for at least 100 years."305
The court of appeals noted that courts "have analyzed the [s]econd [a]mendment purely
in terms of protecting state militias, rather than individual rights."306
The "collective, not individual rights" interpretation has been criticized on the ground
that the language of the second amendment grants no express rights to the states and
instead speaks of the right of "the people" to keep and bear arms. These commentators
note that when rights are granted to "the people" in other portions of the Bill of Rights,
these rights are being granted to individuals, not to states.307
This criticism is simply a misreading of what the courts mean when they say that the
right granted by the second amendment is "collective," rather than "individual." The
courts have not held that the second amendment right belongs to the states in the
sense that only the states, not individuals, may assert it.308 Rather, the courts have
held, in accord with Miller, that the interest protected by the second amendment is the
collective and public interest in a viable state militia, not the private interest of
individuals in owning firearms for reasons unrelated to the militia.
The second amendment is thus distinguishable from other parts of the Bill of Rights
because it protects a public interest, not a private interest. It may well be that the right to
keep and bear arms is individual in the sense that it may be asserted by an individual.
But it is a narrow right indeed, for it is violated only by laws that, by regulating the
individual's access to firearms, adversely affect the state's interest in a strong militia. As
one court has cogently written in adopting the "collectivist" interpretation: "[t]he right of
an individual is dependent upon a role in rendering the militia effective."309

As noted above, the possibility that laws affecting privately-owned firearms could also
cripple a state's militia was quite real in colonial times when, as the Miller Court
accurately noted, militiamen often were required to use their own arms in active militia
duty. This possibility now seems purely theoretical because American citizens do not
own firearms for the purpose of participating in militia activities. For such activities, they
use arms supplied by the federal government. This does not imply that the second
amendment is without meaning. But the historical changes in the nature of the militia
and how it is armed have made it impossible for the second amendment guarantee to
be violated by laws affecting the private ownership of firearms.
This conclusion is dramatically illustrated by the most far-reaching of the second
amendment decisions, Quilici v. Village of Morton Grove.310 In Morton Grove, the
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals upheld, against a second amendment challenge, a
local ordinance prohibiting the possession of handguns within the borders of Morton
Grove. In addition to finding the amendment inapplicable to the states, the court of
appeals held that the scope of its guarantee would not prohibit a handgun ban.311 The
court wrote that according to the plain language of the amendment, "it seems clear that
the right to bear arms is inextricably connected to the preservation of a militia."312
Finding that individually owned handguns are not military weapons at all, the court
concluded that under Miller, "the right to keep and bear handguns is not guaranteed by
the second amendment."313 The implication of Morton Grove is that a prohibition of the
private ownership of handguns at the federal level would not offend the second
amendment.
Opponents of the collectivist theory argue that, regardless of the historical changes
which led to the creation of a publicly-funded citizen force known as the National Guard,
the colonial "militia" still survives in the statute books.314 The opponents rely on Title 10
of the United States Code section 311,315 which defines the "militia of the United
States" as consisting of
all able bodied males at least 17 years of age and, [with certain exceptions], under 45
years of age who are, or who have made a declaration of intention to become, citizens
of the United States and of female citizens of the United States who are commissioned
officers of the National Guard.316
Section 311 also distinguishes between the "organized militia, which consists of the
National Guard and the Naval Militia"317 and the "unorganized militia, which consists of
the members of the militia who are not members of the National Guard or the Naval
Militia."318 In addition, various state laws have similar broadly-based definitions of the
"militia."319 The argument made by the critics of the "collectivist" approach appears to
be that mere membership in the "militia," as it is defined in these statutes, confers an
individual right to own firearms under the second amendment.
This argument is flawed in two respects. First, the expressed concern of the second
amendment is not simply a "militia," but a "well-regulated militia." Thus the phrase "wellregulated militia" was chosen to refer to an organized military force subject to a set of

obligations enforced by the government.320 Because the viability of that kind of military
force is the concern of the second amendment, there is no reason to believe that the
private possession of firearms by persons who are not members of that force is
constitutionally protected. Certainly the "organized militia" defined in 10 U.S.C. § 311-the National Guard and the Naval Militia--corresponds more closely to a "well-regulated
militia" than the "unorganized militia" defined in that statutory section.321
Second, the critics of the collectivist theory are at a loss to explain how the broad-based
definition of the "militia" in the statute books--or the colonial model of a militia--supports
the assertion of an individual right of gun ownership for all citizens. After all,
membership in the statutory "unorganized militia" is restricted to males of a certain age
group, as was membership in the colonial militia. Are the theorists who advocate a
broad second amendment right willing to pursue their argument to its necessary
conclusion that women and older males have no constitutional right to own guns?
The argument that membership in the "sedentary" or "unorganized" militia confers a
second amendment right has been consistently rejected by the courts. In upholding the
federal machine gun registration law, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals in Warin stated
that "there is absolutely no evidence that a submachine gun in the hands of an
individual sedentary or unorganized militia member would have any, much less a
reasonable relationship to the preservation or efficiency of a well regulated militia."322
The Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the same statute against the identical
argument in United States v. Oakes.323 There the court of appeals stated: "[t]o apply
the amendment so as to guarantee appellant's right to keep an unregistered firearm
which has not been shown to have any connection to the militia merely because he is
technically a member of the Kansas militia, would be unjustifiable in terms of either logic
or policy."324
No court in this century has suggested that private ownership of firearms by members of
the "sedentary" or "unorganized" militia is protected by the second amendment. Instead,
as the Supreme Court of New Jersey summarized the state of the law in Burton v.
Sills,325 "under Miller, Congress . . . may regulate interstate firearms so long as the
regulation does not impair the maintenance of the active, organized militias of the
states."326
3. Firearms and Equal Protection
Courts have repeatedly been asked to invalidate various federal statutes barring certain
classes of persons from owning guns, on the ground that such laws violate the equal
protection clause, as applied to the federal government through the due process clause
of the fifth amendment. These cases are significant because the courts, in unanimously
rejecting these equal protection challenges, have ruled that there is no fundamental
right to gun ownership under the Constitution. Under traditionial equal protection
analysis, the level of judicial scrutiny of a statutory classification is determined by
whether the classification employs inherently suspect criteria, such as race,327 or
affects a fundamental right granted by the Constitution.328 In either case, the court will

scrutinize the statute closely to determine if it is necessary to advance a compelling
governmental interest. Statutory classifications affecting firearms have not been held to
infringe a fundamental right.
For example, in United States v. Synnes,329 a defendant convicted of violating the
federal law against firearm possession by a convicted felon challenged the law on equal
protection grounds. The court upheld the statute, deciding that "the right to bear arms is
not the type of fundamental right to which the 'compelling state interest' standard
attaches."330 Instead, the court subjected the statute to the much less demanding
"rational basis" standard, under which the statute "will not be set aside if any state of
facts reasonably may be conceived to justify it."331
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals rejected application of fundamental rights analysis to
gun possession in even stronger terms in United States v. Karnes.332 In upholding the
federal law prohibiting gun owndership by those dishonorably discharged from the
armed forces, the court wrote:
none [of the defendants] are engaged in conduct--possession of firearms--that should
be fostered, nor protected nor are the rights at issue of the type that could not be
constitutionally regulated by any statute, nor is the interest here similar to any of those
that are presently considered basic.333
Other courts similarly have upheld firearms statutes against equal protection attack by
applying "rational basis" scrutiny because no fundamental right was affected.334
An equal protection challenge to a federal firearms statute reached the Supreme Court
in Lewis v. United States.335 The statute in question was the federal prohibition against
ownership of firearms by convicted felons.336 The issue was whether the fifth
amendment due process clause barred a conviction under the statute when the
defendant's prior felony conviction was obtained in violation of his constitutional right to
counsel.337 In rejecting the constitutional challenge, the Court stated that "[t]hese
legislative restrictions on the use of firearms are neither based upon constitutionally
suspect criteria, nor do they trench upon any constitutionally protected liberties."338
The Court cited its decision in Miller in support of this proposition. It upheld the statutory
scheme under the rational basis test: "Congress could rationally conclude that any
felony conviction, even an allegedly invalid one, is a sufficient basis on which to prohibit
the possession of a firearm."339
The Court's statement that a statute denying a class of persons the right to own a gun
does not "trench upon any constitutionally protected liberties"340 is a definitive
statement that individual gun ownership for private purposes is not a constitutional right.
The Lewis decision, although rendered in an equal protection context, strongly validates
the lower courts' consensus interpretation of Miller as recognizing a constitutional right
to own a gun only when such gun ownership is necessary to the functioning of the
organized militia.

B. The Amendment as a Restraint on State Action
1. The Early Supreme Court Cases
Because of the absence of federal firearms laws until the 1930s, the early second
amendment cases addressed the amendment's applicability to state statutes. Because
these pre-Miller decisions found that the amendment does not restrain state action, they
avoided a detailed discussion of its scope and meaning.
In United States v. Cruikshank,341 the defendants had been indicted for violating the
1870 Act to Enforce the Right of Citizens of the United States, which punished
interference with rights secured by the Constitution and laws of the United States.342
One of the rights alleged to have been interfered with was "the right to keep and bear
arms for a lawful purpose."343
The Court held this count of the indictment defective because the asserted right was not
one secured by the Constitution.
The second and tenth counts are equally defective. The right there specified is that of
bearing arms for a lawful purpose. This is not a right granted by the Constitution.
Neither is it in any manner dependent upon that instrument for its existence. The
second amendment declares that it shall not be infringed; but this, as has been seen,
means no more than that it shall not be infringed by Congress. This is one of the
amendments that has no other effect than to restrict the powers of the national
government.344
The holding of Cruikshank that the second amendment is a limitation only on federal,
not state power, was reaffirmed by the Supreme Court in Presser v. Illinois.345 Presser
involved a second amendment challenge to an Illiois statute which prohibited all bodies
of men, other than the regularly organized volunteer militia, from associating together as
military organizations, or drilling or parading with arms without a license.346 The
defendant had violated the statue by leading a parade of rifle-bearing members of a
German nationalist organization without obtaining a permit. Citing Cruikshank, the Court
held that the second amendment "is a limitation only upon the power of Congress and
the National government, and not upon that of the states."347
The Presser case, moreover, is notable for its treatment of the defendant's asserted
right to participate in a private military organization and to be armed for that purpose. In
addition to his second amendment challenge, the defendant argued that such rights are
guaranteed by the privileges and immunities clause of the fourteenth amendment.348
The Supreme Court posed the issue as whether a citizen who is not a member of the
"organized volunteer militia" has a constitutional right to participate in military
activities.349 The Court ruled that the Constitution grants no such right.
Military organization and military drill and parade under arms are subjects especially
under the control of the government of every country. They cannot be claimed as a right

independent of law. Under our political system they are subject to the regulation and
control of the State and Federal governments, acting in due regard to their respective
prerogatives and powers. The Constitution and laws of the United States will be
searched in vain for any support to the view that these rights are privileges and
immunities of citizens of the United States independent of some specific legislation on
the subject.350
The Court's rejection of the defendant's privileges and immunities argument in Presser
is directly responsive to the theory advanced by some proponents of broad individual
firearms rights that the Constitution guarantees a fundamental right to bear arms to
resist governmental tyranny.351 Implicit in such a theory is that there is a constitutional
right to engage in armed military activity independent of the government's control.352
That theory was rejected by the Presser Court. The Presser holding was relied upon by
one lower court in rejecting a second amendment challenge to an injunction against the
paramilitary operations of the Ku Klux Klan.353 The court concluded that "the [s]econd
[a]mendment does not imply any general constitutional right for individuals to bear arms
and form private armies.354
Although Presser held the second amendment inapplicable to the states, there is dicta
in the opinion suggesting that the Constitution does limit the power of the states to
interfere with the right to keep and bear arms, at least to the extent that state law may
threaten the availability of the militia for federal use.
It is undoubtedly true that all citizens capable of bearing arms constitute the reserved
military force or reserve militia of the United States as well as of the States, and, in view
of this prerogative of the general government, as well as of its general powers, the
States cannot, even laying the constitutional provision in question out of view, prohibit
the people from keeping and bearing arms, so as to deprive the United States of their
rightful resource for maintaining the public security, and disable the people from
performing their duty to the general government.355
The Court upheld the Illinois statute regulating parading with arms because it did not
have the feared effect on federal prerogatives.356
At least one commentator has interpreted this passage to mean that the second
amendment protects "the right of the Federal Government to have at its disposal a
militia, the right of whose members 'to keep and bear arms' may not be infringed by
state governments."357 Whatever the Presser dicta means, it surely does not address
the second amendment, because the dicta itself makes clear that it is "[l]aying the
constitutional provision in question out of view."358 Moreover, it is doubtful that the
passage has any modern significance as a suggestion of a constitutional restraint on
state power respecting firearms. The Court's concern clearly was the availability of arms
for state militias during the time the militias were in the service of the federal
government. Since state militias today are a part of the National Guard--armed by the
federal government and not by privately owned arms--the availability of militia forces for
federal use is unaffected by laws regulating private gun ownership by individuals.359

Finally, it is worth noting that the Court's concern in Presser was ensuring an effective
militia for use by the federal government in "maintaining the public security."360 This
concept of the militia is the polar opposite of the view taken by the critics of the
collectivist theory who view the militia as the body of citizens armed to resist
governmental tyranny. The Supreme Court in Presser wanted to preserve the federal
power under the militia clause of the Constitution and "[t]o provide for calling forth the
militia to execute the laws of the Union [and] suppress insurrections."361 Presser
indicates that the militia must be seen as a military instrument to be used by the
government, not as a term describing the armed citizenry standing at the ready to resist
government by force of arms.
2. The Second Amendment and the Modern Incorporation Doctrine
Cruikshank, Presser, and Miller v. Texas362 were decided during the era when the
prevailing view, as articulated by Chief Justice Marshall in Baron v. Mayor of
Baltimore,363 was that the Bill of Rights does not apply to and restrain the states. Since
that time, constitutional jurisprudence has seen the selective application to the states of
most of the first ten amendments through the due process clause of the fourteenth
amendment.364 Because no second amendment case involving a challenge to a state
or local statute has reached the Supreme Court since 1894, the question arises whether
the Supreme Court would find the second amendment right to be an element of due
process under the fourteenth amendment and thereby applicable as a restraint on state
action.
For the Court to do so would be difficult to reconcile with the rationale of the Miller
decision. The Miller opinion made it clear that the central concern of the second
amendment is to protect an important state prerogative against federal encroachment-specifically, the availability of state militia forces.365 As the historical account in section
II shows, the amendment was intended to protect state interests against federal power,
not individual rights against state power. If the amendment's purpose is to protect an
important state interest, it would be paradoxical to interpret it also as a restraint on state
power. As one court has written, "[t]he chances appear remote that this amendment will
ultimately be read to control the States, for unlike some other provisions of the Bill of
Rights, this is not directed to guaranteeing the rights of individuals, but rather . . . to
assuring some freedom of State forces from national interference."366
With the exception of one pre-Miller ruling of the Idaho Supreme Court,367 since
Cruikshank, the courts have unanimously held the second amendment inapplicable as a
restraint on state power.368
As a result, all successful challenges to state or local firearms statutes since Miller have
been brought under "right to keep and bear arms" provisions of state constitutions. The
state constitutional provisions which have invalidated these laws use language which is
far broader than the language of the second amendment and which divorces the right to
keep and bear arms from the state's interest in an effective militia.369

IV. CONCLUSION
The preceding analysis yields a number of conclusions about the second amendment
which are repeatedly recognized by the courts, but frequently go unmentioned in the
debate over gun control.
First, the second amendment was passed as an assurance to the states that they would
have the right to maintain their own militias. Such militias were to be used as the
centerpiece of the nation's military power, as an alternative to a large standing army, as
a tool for the states to ensure public order, and as a means for the states to defend
against the encroachment of federal power. Second, the second amendment does not
operate as a restraint on the states. It acts as a restraint on the federal government.
Third, there is no substantial historical evidence for the claim that the second
amendment guarantees an individual right to have arms for any purpose other than
participation in a state-regulated militia. Fourth, as long as federal gun laws do not
adversely affect the organized state militias, these laws should encounter no second
amendment problems. Fifth, because the state militias no longer rely on the use of
privately-owned firearms by their active members, federal regulation of private gun
ownership poses no threat to state militias, and therefore raises no constitutional issue.
This is demonstrated by the remarkable unanimity of federal and state courts in
upholding the constitutional validity of firearms laws against second amendment
challenges.
In the light of the historical evidence and the consistent rulings of the courts rejecting
the existence of a constitutional barrier to strong gun laws, perhaps the time has come
for our elected representatives and their appointees to resist the temptation to invoke
the second amendment as the all-purpose excuse for opposition to such laws. If they
are unwilling to support proposals such as a mandatory waiting period for handgun
purchases or a prohibition of assaualt weapons, perhaps it is time they explain their
opposition on policy grounds. Perhaps they should explain why such proposals should
not be enacted, not pretend that they cannot become law because of the second
amendment.
Who has cause to be embarrassed by the second amendment? Actually, no one. The
second amendment was simply an effort to address the proper distribution of military
power in our society. It did so in a manner that made sense in the historical context of
colonial America, but which has lost its resonance for modern-day America because of
changes in the nature and role of the citizen army the amendment was intended to
protect. This does not mean that the amendment is "embarrassing." It means that its
importance has eroded over time. It is not the second amendment itself that is the
occasion for embarrassment. It is, rather, the misuse of the second amendment by so
many of those who oppose new government initiatives against gun violence.
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